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This leatherbound hardcover book engraved with a beautiful copper-colored tree will become an

invaluable keepsake for any family. A family record is more than names, dates, and places. It is

about peopleÃ¢??what they did, the why and the how. This book is designed so you can record

forever, in one volume, the history of your family and your ancestors. With sections for the origins of

your family, family photographs, and memorable events, this book will hold a special place on your

shelf for generations in the future. Also, the "how to" section will help you trace your family's history,

including how to obtain records, and what institutions are available for further assistance. This is a

necessary book for families who are interested in their historyÃ¢??and their future.
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Arrived on time. It's a good sized book too.

Love it, this is exactly what i was looking for! my great grandmother wrote out a book for my aunt in

the 60's and i was looking for one to start my own on, this is the exact same book she used only the

cover looks a bit different. I am so excited to work on it, and with  Prime I recieved it in one day! If

someone is looking for a bit more details on it, it starts with a husband and wife history and you can

write in as many great gradnparents as you like, and you can even list your granchildren and

desendants. there is also room in the back for family photos. My children are going to really enjoy

this book when they grow up and can see the history of where they came from. Thank you Poplar

Books for still making this book! And Thank you  for selling them ;)



Not as detailed as I had hoped it would be. I have a VERY large family that goes back centuries, so

I don't think this will be detailed enough for me. I think I will probably have to hand make one for my

family. It's a nice book for someone with an average amount of members.

I gave this to my son and daughter-in-law before the birth of their first child. They had done a lot of

genealogy research and this book had places to record information back several generations. it also

records family home locations, education, hobbies, sports, awards,family pets, family stories that

have been passed down. All in all a great way to record all the family history that tends to slip away.

A great book!

This is fine if you want to start with a "husband-wife" chart that includes the four starting parental

lines. But I wanted something that started with one person and branched from there. I ended up

buying a wall chart that was more of what I wanted.

I thought it was a more basic book due to the price, but it is a very complete format with space to

remember pets and favorite family activities. It will surprise you! It would have been great if it had

folder-like insert to keep documents, but can't ask more for the price. The cover is elegant and

would look great in any setting. I am keeping it on my coffee table as an object of conversation.

Enough room was allowed in order to properly record each marriage(s), birth(s), death(s), etc. We

needed several copies of book(s) that would keep our information--without wondering what entries

to make before and after our Family Reunion(s).Thank You,Lily P

Gave this book to a friend as a gift and she loves it. She recently started researching her family

genealogy.
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